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SAP Functional Health Check

When SAP is implemented and has been used for a while, you will notice over time that the expectations of SAP benefits are not being
met. The benefits of all data being integrated into one system are being jeopardized by incorrectly maintained master data as well as
transaction data that have not been cleaned up.
This causes a negative impact on the planning and efficiency in the
daily execution of your business processes. Users will start looking for
workarounds, download data for processing outside of SAP and this
situation will escalate rapidly. They need Every Angle to perform an SAP
functional health check to get the full benefits of running SAP ERP again.

Objective
When Every Angle performs an SAP functional health check, it will show
you how the SAP system is being used functionally, what the quality of the
(master and transaction) data is and whether the operational processes
are effective and efficient.

Scope
The SAP functional health check with Every Angle has a focus on the
following business processes:
Procure to Pay
Order to Cash
Plant Maintenance
Manufacturing
Inventory Management
Master Data Management
Finance to Report
HCM.
A detailed analysis for each process can be done on any desired
organizational level.

Benefits for the business, IT department and
management
Direct benefits are data transparency and analyses based on facts:
The execution of the operational processes (bottlenecks, pollution and
backlogs)
A detailed overview of exceptions regarding SAP data and processes
A root cause analysis: why are these problems occurring?
An impact analysis: what is the effect?
The SAP functional health check performed by Every Angle does not stop
at problem identification; Every Angle pinpoints potential improvement
actions in both data quality and business processes. In most cases, Every
Angle can help to turn this improvement into business value using factbased details directly derived from your SAP ERP data.

Activities and planning
Phase 1: A
 nalysis of data based on interviews with the business process
experts.
Phase 2: Delivery of the results in a management workshop.

Deliverables
Analysis of Supply Chain Processes
During the SAP functional health check, Every Angle will analyze the
operational business processes in detail, by analyzing all documents that
are created and processed in SAP in the different SAP ERP modules and
how these affect the supply chain.

Analysis of Master Data
Every Angle will conduct an analysis regarding the master data quality and
focus on:
Customer master data
Vendor master data
Material master data
Info records and source lists
Bills of material
T echnical objects such as; equipment, serial numbers and functional
locations
Data quality checks on correctness, completeness and consistency.
Analysis of Inventory
Every Angle performs an SAP functional health check regarding the
current stock, both in quantity and in value, taking into account:
Product life cycle, i.e. material status, deletion flag and planning status
Availability, i.e. blocked and inspection stock
Batch information, i.e. expiration, shelf life and batch classification
Historical consumption
 lanning consumption, based on all requirements in SAP, including
P
forecast and safety stock
 nalysis of undesired material movements, i.e. scrapping and
A
corrections.
Every Angle will analyze the allocation of open purchase orders, planned
orders, process orders and production orders, based on current stock and
planned requirements. Furthermore, Every Angle will detect potentially
“over planned” orders that can cause future excess stock, as well as
“under planned” orders that could result in stock shortages, last minute
rescheduling and missed customer shipments. An entire variety of
bottlenecks can be detected and subsequently, action lists can be created.

Every Angle
Cross-process Self-service
Analytics for SAP
®

Every Angle’s self-service, cross-process analytical capability empowers organizations with new levels of actionable insight - enabling them to
‘know more and act faster’. Every Angle provides real understanding of what is actually going on across the business (and why),
enabling people to act early enough to control performance and drive significant financial improvements.
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